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Highlights 

• A multi-directional windcatcher was proposed for passive technology integration. 

• The design separates the supply and exhaust regardless of wind direction. 

• The parametric analysis was conducted, which improved the ventilation rate by 28%. 

• The ventilation rate was 58% higher than a conventional four-sided windcatcher.  

• Full-scale simulation with the atmospheric boundary layer wind flow was conducted. 
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Abstract 

Windcatchers are widely utilized in building design as natural ventilation devices, 

providing fresh air supply and thermal comfort under suitable outdoor conditions. 

However, their performance is often constrained by environmental factors such as 

outdoor temperature, wind speed and direction. While passive heating, cooling, and heat 

recovery devices have been integrated into conventional windcatcher designs, the impact 

of changing wind directions, which can render the windcatcher ineffective, is often not 

considered. Addressing this gap, this research builds upon a novel dual-channel 

windcatcher system. This system employs a rotary wind scoop to ensure a consistent 

fresh air supply and stale air exhaust, irrespective of wind direction and facilitates the 

integration of passive/low-energy technologies. Using a validated numerical 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model, the design of the proposed system was 

enhanced, incorporating technologies such as an anti-short-circuit device and wing walls, 

wind scoop area, a larger wind scoop area, and a redesigned wind cowl, to increase the 

pressure differential between the inlet and outlet and reduce system friction. The 

modified windcatcher achieved a 28% improvement in ventilation rate and outperformed 

a conventional four-sided windcatcher of the same size by up to 58%. Furthermore, the 

full-scale simulations of the building and windcatcher of varying heights were conducted 

using an atmospheric boundary layer wind flow to better capture the true nature of the 

wind flow that the building will encounter in real-world conditions to provide a more 

realistic assessment of the windcatcher's performance. This research contributes to the 

development of more efficient windcatcher systems for further passive technology 

integrations, enhancing their viability as sustainable ventilation solutions. 
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Nomenclature 

  

D Hydraulic diameter (m) 

𝐺𝑏 Generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy 

𝐺𝑘 Generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to mean velocity gradients 

p Pressure (Pa) 

Re Reynolds’ number 

𝑆𝑘 User defined source term for turbulence kinetic energy (m2 /s2 ) 

𝑆𝜀 User defined source term for energy dissipation rate (m2 /s3) 

t Time (s) 

u Velocity (m/s) 

𝑌𝑀 Fluctuating dilatation in compressible turbulence to the overall dissipation 

rate 

𝛼𝑘 Inverse effective Prandtl numbers for 𝑘 

𝛼𝜀 Inverse effective Prandtl numbers for ε 

μ Dynamic molecular viscosity (Pa s) 

ρ Density (kg/m3) 

τt Divergence of the turbulence stress 

Abbreviations 

ASCD Anti-short circuit device 

CFD Computational fluid dynamics 

HVAC Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning 

1. Introduction and literature review 

With the development of the economy and living standards, the demand for improved 

indoor air quality in buildings has increased. Researchers are exploring new solutions to 

reduce energy consumption in the building sector due to rising energy prices and 

concerns about global warming [1]. The building sector directly and indirectly 

contributes to approximately 40% of global carbon emissions, a percentage that is 

expected to rise to 50% by 2050 [2,3] Consequently, sustainable technologies aimed at 

curbing building energy consumption have been actively developed. These include the 

use of natural ventilation for passive cooling and the mitigation of indoor pollutants [4,5]. 

The importance of natural ventilation has been further emphasized following the COVID-

19 pandemic, due to heightened concerns about airborne diseases and the need to 

remove viruses from indoor environments [6-8]. Additionally, as individuals spend 

increasingly longer hours working or residing within buildings, ensuring optimal indoor 

                  



thermal comfort and maintaining high indoor air quality have become critical 

considerations. As buildings become more airtight, indoor pollutants cannot be removed 

through air leakage, and appropriate ventilation strategies are essential for modern 

buildings [9]. However, it is important to acknowledge that natural ventilation may not 

always provide satisfactory indoor thermal comfort under extreme external conditions 

characterized by excessive cold, heat, or humidity. 

Consequently, conventional heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems are 

commonly used to maintain stable indoor thermal comfort. It is important to note that 

the energy consumption of HVAC systems can account for up to 50% of a building's total 

energy use [10]. For example, in a city like Shanghai, the energy required for summer 

cooling can exceed 40% of the total energy consumption [11]. Therefore, it is crucial to 

explore and develop energy-efficient cooling solutions, supporting the promotion of low-

carbon development within the building industry [12]. 

Windcatchers are natural ventilation devices that not only improve energy efficiency but 

also enhance occupant well-being [13]. By installing windcatchers on rooftops, buildings 

can utilize prevailing winds to draw fresh air in and expel polluted air using wind pressure 

and thermal buoyancy [14,15]. While natural ventilation removes heat and indoor 

pollutants, thus ensuring favourable indoor thermal comfort and air quality, its 

effectiveness can be compromised under adverse outdoor conditions such as extreme 

temperatures and high humidity [16]. Specifically, high and low outdoor temperatures 

can lead to significant thermal discomfort [17]. Therefore, integrating passive or low-

energy cooling and heating (for cold climates) technologies with the windcatcher system 

has become a significant area of research in natural ventilation [18,19]. Various passive 

technologies have been combined with windcatcher systems, including evaporative 

cooling in hot and dry climates [20-22], heat transfer devices for passive heat recovery 

[13,23], and earth-air heat exchangers to precool the supply air [24]. 

Wind direction significantly affects the functioning of these systems and can restrict 

ventilation [25-28] or thermal performance [29-32] if overlooked. Single-sided 

windcatchers perform well in regions with consistent wind direction but are less effective 

under variable wind conditions [14]. Additionally, the local wind environment in cities is 

                  



often complex [33]. Evaluating the ventilation and thermal performance of such 

technology using fixed wind conditions, as done in wind tunnel experiments and CFD 

simulations, is inadequate for real-world applications where environmental conditions 

vary [34]. For instance, when integrating passive cooling and heating technologies into a 

multi-directional windcatcher [35,36], it's crucial to account for changes in the airflow 

direction within the air channels, as highlighted in the studies of [37-40]. 

 

Figure 1. Operation of a multi-directional windcatcher when the low-energy cooling 

device is in the (a) windward channel, (b) in the leeward channel and (c) both channels. 

1.1. The challenge and research gap 

Figure 1 illustrates a challenge identified in previous research regarding the impact of 

changing wind directions on a multi-directional windcatcher, which can capture wind 

flow regardless of the wind direction [31,41-44]. Positioning a cooling device in the 

channel facing the wind can enhance performance when the wind aligns with that side 

(Figure 1 (a)). However, these cooling devices lose effectiveness if the wind shifts to the 

opposite direction or alters by 90 degrees (Figure 1 (b)). However, the effectiveness of the 

cooling device diminishes if the wind shifts to the opposite direction or changes by 90 

degrees. Installing cooling devices in both channels results in inefficiency, with one 

channel cooling the incoming air and the other unnecessarily cooling the extracted air. 

This issue has often been overlooked in many studies using wind tunnel experiments and 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations, which typically assume constant and 

stable winds, unlike the variable conditions experienced [39,44-50]. 

Although numerous studies have explored the integration of passive cooling and heat 

a b c 

                  



recovery technologies in windcatchers [29,30,32,37,51], the majority have concentrated 

on the devices' ability to condition incoming air, with less attention to their performance 

under fluctuating wind conditions. However, the ability to operate reliably under various 

wind conditions is vital for the overall effectiveness of the building system [41,52]. For 

example, although evaporative cooling systems in windcatchers have shown promise, 

these systems have also been tested under static wind conditions, disregarding the impact 

of wind variability [21,53]. A few studies involving an evaporative cooling system in a 

single-sided windcatcher, complemented by a solar wall, revealed that variable wind 

directions could not only diminish ventilation efficiency but also lead to thermal 

discomfort from the reverse flow of solar-heated air [20,54]. 

Integrating passive heating, cooling technologies, or heat recovery devices can improve 

the thermal performance of windcatchers. Nevertheless, these enhancements are 

restricted by the limitations of either multidirectional or fixed windcatchers. 

Windcatchers with multiple openings are generally less affected by changes in wind 

direction and tend to maintain better overall ventilation efficiency compared to models 

with fewer openings, even though these may achieve higher peak ventilation rates under 

specific wind conditions [43]. Still, few research efforts have successfully achieved 

consistent ventilation and thermal performance in windcatchers that are independent of 

wind direction changes while incorporating passive or low-energy technologies. Some 

researchers have considered adding fans to ensure a continuous supply of fresh air at low 

wind speeds, but this approach compromises the windcatcher's zero-energy 

consumption and cost-effectiveness [55]. 

1.2. Research novelty, aim and objectives 

To tackle the challenges associated with the variable performance of windcatchers under 

different wind directions and the constraints in integrating passive or low-energy 

technologies in traditional designs, we propose a novel dual-channel windcatcher. This 

design enables wind-driven natural ventilation that operates independently of wind 

direction, making it ideal for incorporating passive technologies [56]. As depicted in 

Figure 2 and Video 1, the dual-channel windcatcher is designed to facilitate both the 

intake and expulsion of air within a space. It consists of two concentric ducts; the outer 

                  



duct features a rotary wind scoop with a central aperture for the return duct. A vertical 

tail fin at the rear generates torque to rotate the wind scoop, ensuring it aligns with the 

prevailing wind. As a result, the outer duct consistently serves as the supply duct, utilizing 

the positive pressure created by the wind scoop, while the central chimney acts as the 

constant return duct, removing stale and warm air from the building. This configuration 

allows for efficient integration with passive or low-energy technologies, ensuring a 

continuous pathway for both supply and exhaust. In setups involving a cooling device, 

only the air in the supply channel is cooled. In contrast, in heat recovery systems, heat is 

continually transferred from the warm exhaust air to the fresh incoming air in the supply 

channel. 

  

Figure 2. Proposed rotary scoop windcatcher with dual channels for supply and exhaust 

streams. 

The present study aims to enhance the ventilation performance of the proposed system 

by implementing various strategies to augment the pressure differential between the inlet 

and outlet, thereby enabling the system to operate effectively even under low wind speed 

conditions. Achieving a higher ventilation rate is crucial, especially when integrating 

additional technologies that may introduce a pressure drop and reduce the airflow rate. 

The parametric analysis will focus on this objective without increasing the size of the 

windcatcher, while simultaneously enhancing ventilation efficiency and meeting the 

required ventilation demand within a smaller footprint. To accomplish this, the study will 

explore various design scenarios and operating conditions using a numerical CFD 

approach, which will be validated experimentally. This combined methodology will 

                  



accelerate the research process and help identify optimized solutions. 

The parametric analysis of the proposed rotary dual-channel windcatcher will cover 

several key aspects: adjusting the diameter of the internal tube to achieve varying supply-

to-return channel area ratios; implementing wing walls at the wind scoop inlet to 

generate higher positive pressure; modifying the height of the wind scoop inlet to 

optimize performance; chamfering the back of the chimney to create a wind cowl that 

facilitates increased air extraction; adjusting the height of the anti-short circuit device 

(ASCD) within the room to enhance airflow patterns; and modifying the height of the 

windcatcher tube while evaluating the influence of windcatcher height through 

comprehensive full-scale simulations. The refined parameters derived from this analysis 

will be applied to develop an optimized windcatcher model. This model's ventilation 

efficiency will then be benchmarked against that of a traditional four-sided windcatcher 

to evaluate its performance enhancements. 

2. Method 

The research flow diagram, depicted in Figure 3, outlines the sequential progression of 

our study. By conducting this comprehensive evaluation, we aim to determine the 

improvements achieved through our optimization process and better understand the 

advantages of the proposed design over existing windcatcher configurations. 

 

Figure 3. Research process for the parametric analysis of the proposed rotary 

windcatcher. 
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2.1. Dual-channel rotary windcatcher 

The dual-channel rotary wind scoop windcatcher evaluated in this study is shown in 

Figure 4. It included the following major components: a rotary component with a scoop 

inlet, a cowl outlet and a tailplane, the bearing and connection beam and the windcatcher 

foundation [44]. The present windcatcher device will incorporate a chamfered edge on 

the back side of the central chimney and wing walls at the entrance of the wind scoop to 

enhance the ventilation performance. The central chimney in the present design is also 

separated between the upper wind scoop and the lower section. This will combine the 

chimney outlet and wind scoop into a single component, replacing the initial prototype's 

ring-shaped bearing with a cost-effective bar-bearing design, reducing friction. As a result, 

the torque required to rotate the wind scoop and the size of the tailplane will be 

minimized. However, it should be noted that this aspect is not evaluated in numerical 

modelling.  

Preventing down draught in a chimney is necessary for the ventilation system design to 

ensure the stale and warm air can be extracted from the chimney [47]. Figure 2 and Video 

1 illustrate the airflow directions within the windcatcher, where two concentric circular 

tubes create two distinct channels. With this dual-channel ductwork configuration and 

the presence of the rotary scoop, the external channel consistently functions as the supply 

channel, while the internal channel consistently serves as the return channel, irrespective 

of changes in wind direction. This setup facilitates a stable airflow, essential for seamless 

integration with passive technologies like passive heat recovery or cooling devices. The 

rotary component, beams and windcatcher foundation can be manufactured from 

stainless steel. This choice of materials ensures structural durability within the 

windcatcher system. 

                  



  

Figure 4. (a) Components of the proposed dual-channel rotary scoop windcatcher, and 

(b) beams and bearing connecting the windcatcher and concentric ducts. 

2.2. Experimental setup and testing 

A cube-shaped test room with a length of 1.2m was made from 50mm thick insulation 

broad. Two L-shape anti-short circuit devices (ASCD) were added to avoid airflow short-

circuiting and provide good air circulation inside the test room [57]. The windcatcher 

prototype is placed in the middle of the test room. A 4m long blower-fan open wind tunnel 

with contraction, screen mesh and honeycomb flow conditioners [58] was made to 

provide a stable airflow for windcatcher ventilation rate testing. With the mesh screen 

and the flow conditioners, the turbulent flow from the industrial fans was stabilized to 

create uniform airflow which can be used for CFD model validation [44]. The wind speed 

profiles measured from the outlet of the wind tunnel were applied as the inlet of the CFD 

simulation and the wind speed profiles are presented in the Appendix. The dimensions of 

the wind tunnel, test room, ASCD, and distance from the nozzle to the model are presented 

in Figure 6 (c). 

                  



 

Figure 5. CFD model (showing the meshed domain) which simulated the wind tunnel 

experiment setup. 

The dimension of the scaled experiment model is shown in Figure 5. These dimensions 

were later modified to develop a full-scale model that would facilitate both ventilation 

performance evaluation and parametric analysis in the CFD simulations, as illustrated in 

Figure 6. In this research, the size of the wind tunnel was constrained by the available 

space for the experiment, the necessity for uniform wind conditions, and the required 

wind speed, which in turn limited the size of the windcatcher. Our goal was to validate the 

numerical model with the experiment, ensuring that the same geometry was replicated 

in the numerical modelling work. The opening of the wind tunnel was positioned above 

the edge of the test room, setting the distance between the wind tunnel opening and the 

windcatcher inlet at 0.5 meters. 
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Figure 6. Dimension of the full-scale model of the (a) initial and (b) final rotary scoop 

windcatcher, and (c) dimension of the wind tunnel. 

Wind speeds were measured at 17 specific locations along the blower-fan open wind 

tunnel outlet. These measurements were employed in the validation CFD model as inlet 

wind speed. Due to the addition of screen mesh and flow conditioner, the maximum 

attainable wind speed was 3 m/s. After allowing the wind flow to stabilize and eliminate 

any instantaneous fluctuations, the average wind speed value for each measurement 

point was determined. To achieve a range of wind speed profiles under different average 

wind speeds, the fan was adjusted during testing. The wind speed profiles were measured 

for each test, ensuring an accurate representation of the actual wind speed profile across 

various average wind speeds. For wind speed measurements, the Testo 405i hot wire 

anemometer with an accuracy of ±( 0.1 ± 5% of the readings) m/s was employed and 

(a) (b) 

                  



the experiments were tested under a room temperature of around 20℃ . The same 

method was used for measuring the airflow rate of the windcatcher, which will be 

compared with the CFD predictions. The results are presented in Section 3.1. 

2.3. CFD modelling, grid verification and experimental validation 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a cost-effective technique to perform numerical 

simulations and scrutinize an extensive volume of data pertinent to fluid dynamics. The 

CFD analysis has been deemed more beneficial compared to wind tunnel assessments for 

the exploration of specific attributes of wind tower systems, including phenomena such 

as flow short-circuiting and recirculation, vortex regions, as well as supply and extract 

segments. The parametric analysis and model optimizations in the CFD simulation are 

more suitable than the wind tunnel experiments as the control of model geometry and 

environmental variables in CFD simulation is more cost-effective and time-saving than 

manufacturing new experiment models. In this research, the commercial CFD software 

FLUENT was used to carry out the simulations of the windcatcher modifications for the 

parametric analysis [59]. The settings of CFD simulation are summarized in Table 1 [44]. 

The validation experiments were conducted under controlled conditions with a 

consistent environmental temperature and low wind speed. Therefore, assumptions were 

made that temperature variations would not occur within the CFD simulations. Our 

research primarily focused on airflow and ventilation performance within the 

windcatcher, consequently, we solely solved the mass and momentum equations to 

examine these aspects. The governing energy equation was excluded to simplify the 

process, as it was not applicable to heat transfer or internal heat sources within the 

building.  

The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes, k-epsilon RNG equations and semi-implicit 

method for pressure-linked equations segregated pressure-based algorithm were utilized 

[60], and the second-order upwind scheme was employed to discretize all the transport 

equations. The governing equations for the mass (eqn.1), momentum (eqn.2), and k and 

epsilon (eqn.3 and 4) [61] are detailed below: 

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ × (ρu) = 0   (1) 

                  



where u refers to the fluid velocity vector, t is time, and ρ is density.  

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ × (ρu∇u) = −∇p + ρg + ∇ × (u∇u) − ∇ × τt  (2) 

where g is a vector of gravitational acceleration, p is the pressure, τt is the 

divergence of the turbulence stresses, and μ is dynamic molecular viscosity. 

Δ

δt
(ρk) +

δ

δxi
(ρkui) =

δ

δxi
(akμeff

δk

δxj
) + Gk + Gb − ρε − YM + Sk  (3) 

Δ

δt
(ρε) +

δ

δxi
(ρεui) =

δ

δxj
(akμeff

δε

δxj
) + C1ε

ε

k
(Gk + C3εGb) − C2ερ

ε2

k
− Rε + Sε (4) 

where 𝐺𝑏 and 𝐺𝑘 represent the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy 

and mean velocity gradients. 𝑌𝑀 defines the overall dissipation rate. 𝛼𝑘 and 𝛼𝜀 are the 

inverse effective Prandtl numbers for 𝑘 and ε. 𝑆𝑘 and 𝑆𝜀 are user-defined source terms.  

Table 1. CFD settings and boundary conditions. 

Term Value and settings 

Inlet  

Velocity (m/s) 0-3 (wind speed profile based on wind 

tunnel), 1-7 (wind speed for 

parametric analysis) 

Initial Gauge Pressure (Pa) 0 

Specification Method  k-epsilon RNG 

Outlet   

Gauge Pressure (Pa) 0 (atmospheric) 

Wall  

Shear Condition No slip 

Roughness Models Standard 

Roughness Height 0 

Roughness Constant 0.5 

Converged residuals   

Continuity / k / Epsilon 0.001 

X/Y/Z velocity 0.0001 

The mesh independence analysis of the optimized model is shown in Figure 7 with 

different mesh sizes including coarse (2.6 million element number), medium (6 million 

element number) and fine (11 million element number). As the research focuses on the 

ventilation performance of the windcatcher, the ventilation rate of the model with 

different mesh sizes was simulated and compared. As observed, all the models achieved 

identical simulation results. The ventilation rates across models with varying mesh 

qualities were consistent. However, a medium-mesh quality was chosen to provide a 

                  



balance between computational efficiency and precision. For instance, the vector plot 

distribution in the accompanying figure exhibits greater uniformity with the medium 

mesh compared to its coarser counterpart. 

 

Figure 7. Mesh independence analysis. 

2.4. Proposed windcatcher parametric analysis 

To enhance the ventilation rate, this research focused on parametric analysis by adjusting 

various factors. However, the evaluation did not involve assessing the ventilation 

performances of windcatchers with different cross-section areas [62]. Instead, the 

modifications were tested using models with identical cross-section areas. The 

adjustments included modifying the supply-to-return channel area ratio, incorporating 

wing walls with varying angles and lengths at the wind scoop inlet, adjusting the height 

of the wind scoop inlet, chamfering the back of the chimney at different angles, modifying 

the height of the ASCD within the room, and evaluating the impact of windcatcher height 

through ABL wind simulations. These modifications aimed to identify the most effective 

design parameters for enhancing the ventilation rate and improving the overall 

performance of the windcatcher system. 

2.4.1. Supply-to-return channel area ratio 

The turbulent airflow in the ventilation duct was affected by the Reynolds number in the 

duct and the roughness of the surface [63]. The area and shape of the channels would 

affect the hydraulic diameter of the system which would affect the turbulence and the 

Reynolds’ number in the duct. The Fanning friction factor f can be used for the turbulent 
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flow calculation [64,65] which was increased by the increase of Reynolds’ number. Thus, 

adjusting the shape and area of the supply and return channels to achieve a lower 

hydraulic diameter was necessary to decrease the Reynolds number and the system 

friction. In this research, the lower system friction was achieved by adjusting the diameter 

ratio of supply and return channels for a minimized overall system friction rather than 

decreasing the friction in a single channel. The diameter of the internal tube was adjusted 

up to 450mm to evaluate the ventilation performance with a different supply-to-return 

ratio.  

Re =
ρuD

μ
 (5) 

where Re  is the Reynolds’ number of the system; u  is the velocity of airflow in the 

system in m/s; D is the hydraulic diameter in m; ρ is the density of the liquid in kg/m3; 

μ is the viscosity of the liquid in Pa*s. 

2.4.2. Wing walls at the inlet 

The implementation of wing walls has been recognized as an effective natural ventilation 

device for enhancing the performance of single-side ventilation [66]. Adding a wing wall 

could provide a sharp edge at the inlet, which increases pressure, thereby improving 

ventilation performance [67,68]. By adding the wing walls to the rotary wind scoop 

components, the inlet area can also be increased to capture more airflow to further 

improve the ventilation performance. Thus, wing walls with different angles, from 0° to 

90°, and lengths, from 50mm to 200mm, at the wind scoop inlet were investigated as 

shown in Figure 9 (a). 

2.4.3. Wind scoop inlet height 

Increasing the area of the windcatcher opening is a highly effective approach for 

enhancing airflow within a windcatcher. However, it is important to note that the benefits 

of increasing the opening area become limited once it reaches an excessively high level. 

In light of this, the present study explored an alternative avenue for improving the 

ventilation rate by adjusting the height of the wind scoop inlet. This investigation sought 

to determine whether increasing the height of the wind scoop proved to be a cost-effective 

method for enhancing the ventilation rate. The range of wind scoop heights examined 

                  



spanned from 0mm to 500mm, as depicted in Figure 9 (b). By analyzing the impact of 

varying wind scoop heights, this research aimed to identify an optimal height that would 

yield the desired improvements in ventilation rate while considering practicality and 

cost-effectiveness. 

2.4.4. Chamfering the back of the chimney 

Chimneys play a crucial role in extracting polluted air from buildings, and their 

performance remains unaffected by the wind direction, making them suitable 

components for multidirectional windcatcher designs. However, the performance of a 

chimney in a fixed design does not fully leverage the advantages of a rotary scoop 

windcatcher, where the chimney component is installed within a rotating device capable 

of always facing the wind. As a result, the ventilation rate achievable in the current design 

is not maximized. To address this limitation, a new approach involving the chamfering of 

the chimney was explored, as illustrated in Figure 9 (c). By incorporating a chamfered 

angle, a pressure cowl was created, allowing the wind to be redirected with the assistance 

of the tail fin. This design modification generated a larger negative pressure at the outlet, 

enabling the extraction of a greater volume of air. Consequently, this research focused on 

investigating and comparing the ventilation performance of chamfered chimneys with 

varying angles, ranging from 0° to 60°. Through this analysis, we aimed to identify the 

most effective angle for maximizing the ventilation performance of the windcatcher 

system.  

2.4.5. Impact of atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) upstream wind 

The evaluation of the windcatcher's ventilation performance in existing studies has 

mostly been conducted under controlled wind conditions, rather than in a real-world 

setting with a full-scale building and atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). It is important 

to note that the presence of a building's edges can significantly influence the wind speed 

profile above the structure, and the wind speed near the roof may be substantially lower 

than the ambient wind at the same height. Consequently, it becomes necessary to increase 

the height of the windcatcher adequately, considering the geometry of the building, to 

effectively capture the wind for a fresh air supply. 

However, it is crucial to recognize that the total pressure loss within the windcatcher 

                  



system is influenced by factors such as friction and total length. Therefore, as this research 

primarily focuses on the parametric analysis of windcatcher geometry, it is imperative to 

investigate the impact of tube length as well. This analysis aims to ensure that the 

windcatcher system meets the requirements of real-world applications and effectively 

caters to the ventilation needs of buildings. By considering both the height and tube 

length, we can optimize the windcatcher design to achieve optimal performance in 

practical scenarios. 

2.4.6. Height of the ASCD 

In order to address potential issues related to the short-circuiting of supply air, an anti-

short circuit device (ASCD) was integrated directly beneath the windcatcher. This 

configuration aims to forestall any possible rerouting of the ventilation airflow directly 

from the supply to the exhaust, bypassing the intended air distribution in the room, a 

phenomenon known as "short-circuiting". In addition to the installation of the ASCD, a 

thorough examination was conducted to discern the effect of the device's height within 

the room on the rate of ventilation. The objective of this assessment was to find an optimal 

balance between the ASCD's dimensions and the ventilation rate, a crucial step towards 

maximizing material efficiency. This ensures a sustained high-performance level of the 

ventilation system without unnecessary expenditure on oversized ASCDs. 

The efficacy of the windcatcher was scrutinized under a variety of conditions. Initially, its 

performance was evaluated at both its original and modified heights, under a constant 

wind speed setting. This evaluation allowed for an understanding of the windcatcher's 

performance, independent of wind speed fluctuations. Further evaluation was conducted 

under more realistic, full-scale conditions that encompassed an atmospheric boundary 

layer wind speed profile. 

The full-scale CFD simulation domain size (Figure 8) and the atmospheric boundary layer 

were determined based on [52] including 5 times the height in front (5H), 5H on the side, 

5H above the building and 15H in back. In this research, the value H is 8m determined by 

the tallest model. With a mesh size of 0.5m in the domain and 0.008m around the 

windcatcher and building surface, the maximum mesh element number of the full-scale 

simulation was about 28 million. 

                  



In the full-scale simulation with the atmospheric boundary layer, the wind speed at the 

windcatcher’s height level was 5m/s and the wind speed profile was 6 x (H/15 m)0.143. A 

pitched, curved, and domed roof building can be a solution to avoid the impact of the 

building edge [69,70]. Thus, a full-scale simulation of the windcatcher with a pitched roof 

was also applied to investigate the impact on the ventilation rate.  

 

Figure 8. Dimension of computational domain utilized for the full-scale simulation. 

All the parametric analyses (Figure 9) were conducted based on the initial windcatcher 

model with a 450mm external diameter with an identical environment wind speed of 

5m/s, and the refined parameters were combined for the final optimized windcatcher. 

                  



 
Figure 9. Parametric analysis of (a) wing wall at the wind scoop inlet, (b) wind scoop 

height, (c) chamfered chimney and (d) ASCD and height. 

2.5. Comparison with the conventional 2-sided & 4-sided windcatcher 

The primary objective of this parametric analysis is to enhance the ventilation 

performance of the rotary wind scoop windcatcher, with a specific focus on achieving a 

higher ventilation rate compared to existing models. This analysis is key to advancing our 

understanding of how variations in design parameters can affect the windcatcher's 

overall performance, particularly in terms of its ability to facilitate air circulation within 

the enclosed space it services. Once the parametric analysis of the initial rotary wind 

scoop windcatcher was completed, it was crucial to gauge the effectiveness of these 

                  



adjustments. This was accomplished by comparing the ventilation rate of the initial and 

modified versions of the rotary scoop windcatcher. To ensure a fair and balanced 

evaluation, the comparison was made against the conventional two and four-sided 

windcatcher that maintained an identical area and opening height. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Model validation 

The CFD simulation model was validated against the wind tunnel data for the total 

ventilation rate, as illustrated in Figure 10. Through these multifaceted evaluations, a 

linear correlation was established between the average environmental wind speed, as 

recorded in the wind tunnel, and the total ventilation rate facilitated by the windcatcher. 

In the scaled-down prototype, the fresh air supply ranged between 1.7 L/s/m2 and 9.18 

L/s/m2. This performance metric correlated with outdoor wind speeds varying between 

0.5 m/s and 2.5 m/s, thus demonstrating the prototype's sensitivity and responsiveness 

to the ambient wind conditions. During these investigations, a certain disparity was noted 

between the average ventilation rates derived from the CFD simulation and the 

experimental results. The difference was quantified to be approximately 0.156 L/s/m2, 

which translated into an average percentage deviation of 4.5%. This discrepancy, while 

minor, underscored the inherent challenges in perfectly simulating the complex physics 

of fluid dynamics and the effect of real-world variables.  

(a) 

                  



 

Figure 10. (a) Comparison between experiment and CFD results and (b) cross-sectional 

contour showing the airflow velocity distribution around the validation model. 

 

Figure 11. (a) Result of three wind speed validation points (b) location of three wind 

speed validation points. 

In response to these findings, modifications were implemented within the scaled 

experimental model to facilitate the creation of a full-scale version. The results of the 

simulation models were compared, and while small variations were observed between 

the different simulation methods, a similar trend was observed. The wind speed 

validation points and validation results are shown in Figure 11, in the vertical plane in the 

middle of the model. Validation point 1 was 1cm above the bottom of the ASCD and 20cm 
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to the centre of the tubes. Validation point 2 was 5cm away from the wall and 55cm above 

the room's floor. The centre wind speed point was in the middle of the return duct, with 

a height of 5cm above the top surface of the test room. 

3.2. Supply-to-return channel area ratio 

The impact of the supply-to-return channel area ratio on the ventilation rate was assessed 

and shown in Figure 12. It was observed that achieving an optimal ventilation rate 

required equivalent areas for both the supply and return channels. Deviations from this 

balanced ratio resulted in significant alterations in the wind speed within the channels, 

subsequently leading to varying levels of pressure loss. For instance, when the supply 

channel area was considerably smaller than that of the return channel, a substantial 

increase in wind speed was observed within the supply channel. This, in turn, escalated 

the pressure loss within the system. Similar consequences were noted when the area of 

the return channel was reduced. 

By ensuring that the areas of the supply and return channels were identical, a balanced 

ventilation configuration was achieved. In such cases, the wind speeds designed for both 

channels were equal, thus minimizing pressure loss within the system while maintaining 

a constant ventilation rate. Consequently, it became evident that an unbalanced supply-

to-return channel ratio could significantly impact the overall ventilation rate within the 

room. 

Furthermore, the diameter of the ducts played a crucial role in determining the 

ventilation rate. The final optimized model demonstrated that a balanced duct diameter 

of 320mm yielded the highest ventilation rate when considering a constant diameter. 

However, it is important to consider the manufacturing costs associated with producing 

a windcatcher with a specific diameter. Opting for a ready-made product available in the 

market, such as 300mm or 400mm, may prove to be a more cost-effective solution, 

despite potential slight deviations from the ideal diameter. 

To minimize any discrepancies in the area difference between the supply and return 

channels, it is recommended to maintain a ratio of approximately 0.707 between the 

internal and external diameters. This approach helps to achieve a more balanced airflow 

distribution and enhances the overall efficiency of the windcatcher system. 

                  



 

Figure 12. (a) Impact of the internal duct diameter on the ventilation rate at 5m/s 

environment wind speed and (b) cross-section pressure contour comparing two 

designs. 

3.3. Wing wall angle and length 

The impact of both the angle and length of the wing wall on the ventilation rate has been 

meticulously examined and is graphically depicted in Figure 13. It was observed that all 

the windcatchers equipped with wing walls outperformed the original model in terms of 

ventilation performance. 

In scenarios where the angle of the wing wall was less than 50 degrees, it was found that 

shorter wing walls led to an enhanced ventilation rate. This can be attributed to the fact 

that introducing a lengthy wing wall under low-angle conditions essentially extended the 
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supply channel's length without increasing the wind scoop's area. This caused an upsurge 

in pressure loss without a corresponding increase in air capture, an unfavourable 

outcome for ventilation efficiency. 

Low-angle wing walls at the wind scoop inlet could generate an extended sharp edge 

outside the windcatcher foundation, thus amplifying the pressure coefficient at the front. 

However, a longer wing wall did not contribute to a more significant increase in the 

pressure coefficient when compared to a shorter one. As a result, models fitted with 

shorter wing walls achieved a higher ventilation rate relative to those with longer wing 

walls. 

In contrast, for larger angles exceeding 50 degrees, increasing the length of the wing wall 

essentially expanded the inlet area. Consequently, windcatchers with longer wing walls 

demonstrated superior ventilation performance in comparison to their counterparts with 

shorter wing walls. 

However, it is essential to consider the practical implications of extending the wing wall, 

as it inherently increases the size of the wind scoop. A wind scoop that is substantially 

larger than the windcatcher channel may not present a cost-efficient solution compared 

to simply opting for a larger-diameter windcatcher. As such, while a 200mm wing wall 

with an 80-degree angle could potentially reach the maximum ventilation rate, a more 

pragmatic and efficient design, considering material usage and spatial constraints, was 

found to be a 50mm wing wall with a 20-degree angle. This design managed to strike a 

balance between achieving an optimal ventilation rate and maintaining cost and space 

efficiency. 

                  



 

Figure 13. (a) Impact of the wing wall angle on the ventilation rate at 5m/s environment 

wind speed and (b) velocity contour comparisons. 

3.4. Height of wind scoop and anti-short circuit device (ASCD)  

The area of wind capture in a windcatcher constitutes a crucial determinant of its 

ventilation efficiency. The effect of modifying the height of the wind scoop on the 

ventilation rate was examined, with the results shown in Figure 14. An increase in the 

ventilation rate was noted when the height was increased to 200mm. This boost is largely 

attributable to the considerable system friction and a diminished frontal area for wind 

capture associated with a small inlet opening. Nonetheless, once the area of the wind 

scoop was expanded to approximately twice that of the supply channel area, the 
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subsequent improvement in the ventilation rate was negligible. This observation 

indicates that despite further enlargements of the wind scoop area beyond 300mm, the 

pressure differential created by the wind was inadequate to provide additional airflow 

through the system. When analysing improvements in the ventilation rate, a height 

increment from 200mm to 300mm led to an estimated increase of approximately 12%. 

Conversely, doubling the height of the wind scoop from 200mm to 400mm only resulted 

in a relatively modest 15% increase under identical environmental wind conditions. 

Hence, a height increase of the wind scoop to 300mm was determined to be the ideal 

strategy for ventilation enhancement. This adjustment not only ensured a high ventilation 

rate but also promoted more efficient material usage, which is crucial in striking a balance 

between enhancing performance and reducing material/resource consumption. 

 

 

Figure 14. (a) Ventilation rate to the wind scoop height at 5m/s environment wind 

speed, (b) Velocity contour and vector of windcatcher with different ASCD heights. 
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ventilation rate demonstrated a near-constant trend. This plateau effect in the ventilation 

rate, beyond the 100mm mark, underscores the importance of this particular ASCD height 

in the ventilation performance of the model. And the velocity contour and vector of 

windcatcher with different ASCD heights were presented in Figure 14 (b), the model with 

100mm ASCD height had a better distribution of the airflow on two sides compared with 

the model with 200mm ASCD height. Based on these findings, the initial ASCD height of 

100mm was retained for further investigation. This was rooted in the understanding that 

any increase in height beyond this threshold would not significantly enhance the 

ventilation rate. Thus, maintaining the ASCD at this height aligns with the principle of 

optimization – achieving the highest possible ventilation performance while minimizing 

unnecessary material consumption and spatial requirements. This investigation into the 

influence of ASCD height exemplifies the holistic approach taken in this study, where 

every variable, no matter how ostensibly minor, is examined for its potential impact on 

the overall performance of the windcatcher system. The ventilation performance of the 

windcatcher with and without ASCD was also evaluated by CFD simulation. After applying 

the ASCD, the air escaping the building without circulating inside the room was observed 

to be significantly reduced. The airflow distribution in the building was more uniform 

after applying the ASCD, and the supply and exhaust streamline was separated into 

different directions. 

3.5. Chamfered chimney angle 

Incorporating a chamfered chimney outlet can facilitate an increase in the outlet area at 

the region of negative pressure, whilst concurrently generating a larger zone of negative 

pressure behind the outlet to promote increased extraction of air from the room. Within 

a model featuring a rotary wind scoop, the outlet chimney could be affixed to the wind 

scoop, enabling simultaneous rotation. This ensures that the wind scoop constantly faces 

the wind, and the chamfered chimney maintains its optimal orientation without the need 

for electrical power. 

As presented in Figure 15, the introduction of a chamfered chimney enhanced the 

ventilation performance of the initial windcatcher, with the ventilation rate continuing to 

rise in line with the angle of the chamfer. However, the ventilation rate tended to stabilize 

                  



once the chamfered angle reached approximately 45°, peaking around a 50° chamfered 

angle, which resulted in a ventilation rate improvement of about 14%. The requirement 

for a high chimney becomes significant for a large chamfer angle exceeding 45 degrees, 

leading to a considerable rise in material needs, yet the ventilation rate ceases to increase 

with further chamfered angle increments past 45°. Consequently, a chimney cut angle of 

40 degrees was selected for the final model. 

 

Figure 15. Impact of the chimney on the duct diameter at ventilation rate at 5m/s 

environment wind speed. 

3.6. Windcatcher height and full-scale simulations 

The unique sharp edge of a flat roof building, when oriented perpendicularly to the wind 

direction, creates turbulent airflow above the roof surface. This turbulence, in turn, 

causes the wind speed profile near the building's edge in actual operational conditions to 

deviate substantially from those observed under controlled experimental settings, which 

will be accelerated and separated by the building edge [71,72]. Consequently, even though 

the environment wind speed at the height of the windcatcher in the atmospheric 

boundary layer is equal to the uniform wind speed in the numerical simulation and 

experiment, the ventilation performance of the windcatcher in a real building might be 

totally different to the prediction achieved by the wind tunnel experiment or the uniform 

wind speed simulation. To better understand these performance variations, comparisons 

were drawn between full-scale simulations and those under a uniform environmental 

wind speed. 

As depicted in Figure 16, the windcatcher of initial height was strategically situated at the 
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centre of the roof, in close proximity to the roof's surface. In the full-scale simulation, the 

wind speed in the immediate vicinity of the windcatcher was nearly reduced to zero, 

leading to a near-zero ventilation rate. However, the ventilation rate in the full-scale 

simulation showed a significant increase when the height of the windcatcher was 

increased from 0.5m to 1m and thereafter, it maintained a state of equilibrium. 
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Figure 16. (a) Impact of the windcatcher length at ventilation rate at 5m/s environment 

wind speed and full-scale simulation with atmospheric boundary layer. Contour of the 

velocity for the full-scale simulation of windcatcher with (b) initial height, (c) adjusted 

height (2m) and (d) initial height with pitched roof building. 

In contrast, under unvarying wind speed conditions in the absence of a building, the 

performance of the windcatcher was unaffected by the turbulence at the building edge. 

As a result, it demonstrated a gradual decline in response to increases in windcatcher 

height, mainly due to the escalating system friction. Nevertheless, the sharp edge of the 

building amplified the wind speed above the initial windcatcher, thereby enabling a taller 

windcatcher to harness the wind with a significantly greater velocity. Therefore, despite 

a reduction in ventilation rate due to the expanded tube length in a taller windcatcher 

system, the overall ventilation rate of this system still exceeded that of the initial model 

under constant environmental wind speed conditions. 

Moreover, extending the tube length by 3m resulted in a 10% decrease in the total 

ventilation rate. The increase in tube length can expand the area available for sunlight 

capture, potentially proving beneficial for solar chimneys or other passive technologies 

such as heat recovery. This finding suggests a multi-faceted approach to building design 

that considers the interplay between wind and solar energy, offering insights for the 

enhancement of both ventilation and energy efficiency. 

In the full-scale simulation, the windcatcher of initial height, when incorporated into a 

pitched-roof building, exhibited ventilation rates that were essentially on par with those 

observed under a constant environmental wind speed profile. This can be primarily 

(d) 

                  



attributed to the fact that the horizontal wind speed profile in the immediate vicinity of 

the windcatcher remained remarkably stable, largely impervious to the influence exerted 

by the building's roof geometry. This unimpeded wind profile allows for more consistent 

wind-driven ventilation, closely mimicking conditions of a constant environmental wind 

speed. 

In the context of the windcatcher geometry, the design process did not specifically 

optimize for tube length. Instead, it was recognized that the tube length would play a 

critical role in the windcatcher's performance, impacting factors such as wind capture, 

pressure differentials, and system friction. However, considering the intricate balance 

between these variables and the potential material and cost implications of an elongated 

tube, a decision was made to retain the initial tube length for the final geometry 

optimization phase. Maintaining the initial tube length allowed for a focus on optimizing 

other elements of the windcatcher's design in the current stage of research. Meanwhile, 

the implications of varying tube lengths, such as changes in system friction and wind 

capture, can be considered in future investigations. This approach affords a more nuanced 

and measured design process that can better adapt to diverse architectural contexts and 

environmental conditions. 

3.7. Combined modifications evaluation 

The parametric analysis provides insights into which components of the windcatcher 

system have the most significant impact on ventilation rates, as shown in Table 2. Among 

the parameters tested, the chamfered chimney provided the most significant single 

improvement of 13.2%, followed closely by the wind scoop opening height at 12%. The 

wing wall and internal diameter adjustments also contributed to the performance 

enhancement but to a lesser extent compared to the chimney and wind scoop 

modifications. The final iteration of the optimized model presented a combination of 

modifications, incorporating a chamfered angle of 40 degrees, a wind scoop height of 

300mm, an internal-to-external diameter ratio of 320mm to 450mm, and a 50mm wing 

wall set at a 20-degree installation angle as presented in Table 2. The initial ASCD height 

was applied as the increasing of the ASCD gap did not increase the ventilation rate of the 

windcatcher. 

                  



Table 2. Parametric analysis summarization 

Parametric 

analysis 

Initial 

value 

Parameter 

range 

Optimized 

value 

Ventilation 

rate (L/s) 

Ventilation 

rate 

improvement 

Internal 

diameter 
300mm 0-450mm 320mm 161.6 1.0% 

Wing wall 
Not 

applied 

0-90° 50-

200mm 
20° 50mm 170.6 6.6% 

Wind scoop 

opening 

height 

200mm 0-500mm 300mm 179.2 12.0% 

Chamfered 

chimney 

Not 

applied 
0-60° 40° 181.2 13.2% 

ASCD height 100mm 0-200mm 100mm 160 0% 

Final model 28.0% 

                  



 

 

 

Figure 17. Velocity contour of the modified rotary scoop windcatcher at 5m/s 

environment wind speed. 

To evaluate the performance of the optimized windcatcher, simulations were conducted 

under constant environmental wind speed conditions of 5m/s. The velocity distribution 

within the windcatcher system was analyzed and visualized through velocity contours, as 

shown in Figure 17. It was observed that the airflow within the room maintained effective 

circulation, ensuring the supply of fresh air to the lower levels at a comfortable velocity 

while facilitating efficient extraction after circulation.  

Moreover, the pressure distribution within the windcatcher system was analyzed and 

                  



presented through pressure contours, as depicted in Figure 18. Comparing the optimized 

windcatcher to its initial design, noticeable changes in the pressure differentials were 

observed. The positive pressure at the inlet experienced a slight increase from 11.4 Pa to 

12.6 Pa, while the negative pressure at the outlet exhibited a significant increase from -

0.7 Pa to -5.2 Pa. This substantial increase in negative pressure resulted in a rise in the 

pressure differential between the inlet and outlet, escalating by 47% from 12.1 Pa to 17.8 

Pa. These findings demonstrate the improved performance of the windcatcher system in 

generating a stronger pressure differential, which facilitates enhanced airflow and 

ventilation efficiency under 5m/s environmental wind speed conditions. 

 

Figure 18. Pressure contour of the optimized rotary scoop windcatcher at 5m/s 

environment wind speed and the comparison of the initial and optimized model at the 

wind scoop region. 

3.8. Comparison with a conventional two-sided and four-sided windcatcher 

To provide a comprehensive comparative analysis, the conventional four-sided 

windcatcher was included alongside the optimized and initial rotary scoop windcatchers. 

Figure 19 (a) presents the ventilation performance of these windcatcher designs, 

                  



revealing notable differences in their capabilities. The optimized windcatcher exhibited 

an enhancement in overall ventilation rate, surpassing the initial model by 28%. 

Furthermore, when compared to the four-sided windcatcher of the same dimensions and 

under identical environmental wind speed conditions, the modified windcatcher 

demonstrated an improvement in ventilation performance. Specifically, the ventilation 

rates achieved by the optimized windcatcher ranged from 14% to 58% higher than those 

of the four-sided windcatcher. Moreover, the ventilation performance of the rotary 

windcatcher is higher than the traditional two-side windcatcher with the same section 

area, as observed in Figure 19. The modified windcatcher not only delivered enhanced 

ventilation rates given the same area but also ensured a stable supply of fresh air, which 

                  



remained unaffected by fluctuating wind directions in the surrounding environment. 

 

 

Figure 19. (a) Comparison of the ventilation rates of the modified, initial rotary scoop 

windcatcher and the four-sided windcatcher (b) Comparison of the ventilation rates of 

the two-side square windcatcher and modified rotary scoop windcatcher with different 

wind angles 
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Video 1. Working mechanism of the proposed rotary scoop windcatcher with dual 

channels for supply and exhaust streams. The playable video can be downloaded from the 

link in the Appendix section. 

4. Discussion of study limitations and practical considerations 

In the present design of the windcatcher under consideration, an open chimney structure 

has been employed. The primary rationale behind adopting such a straightforward 

construction was to simplify this investigation, with the core objective being the 

examination of multi-directional natural ventilation facilitated through the innovative 

rotary scoop design. The focus, therefore, was on exploring and optimizing the effects of 

the geometric parameters of the windcatcher on ventilation performance. However, it is 

crucial to scrutinize the practical implications of employing an open chimney in real-

world applications. The feasibility of such a configuration, devoid of any protective 

measures, may raise concerns, given the array of potential environmental elements it 

could be exposed to. Key elements of potential threat include weather-based factors like 

rainfall, along with small animals and insects, all of which could interfere with the 

operation of the windcatcher and even lead to detrimental effects on indoor air quality. 

Given these potential vulnerabilities, it becomes clear that the incorporation of protective 

measures such as a chimney cap or cowl is a practical necessity. Such additions can 

effectively shield the outlet from various environmental elements, thereby maintaining 

the functional integrity of the windcatcher. Future design iterations should thus focus not 

                  



only on optimization for ventilation performance but also on ensuring robustness against 

external environmental factors. This will help to ensure that the windcatcher can operate 

effectively and consistently in a broad range of real-world conditions. 

Furthermore, the current design of the windcatcher involves a bearing system that 

connects the rotary wind scoop to the tubes. It is observed that this bearing configuration 

does not provide a perfect seal between the rotating wind scoop and the static tubes, 

allowing for a potential gap. While this may seem like a minor oversight in design, it is of 

paramount importance to strive to minimize this gap, as it can provide a pathway for a 

possible short circuit from the inlet to the outlet. Such a short circuit would essentially 

bypass the intended airflow path, thereby undermining the windcatcher's ventilation 

performance. One potential solution to address this issue might involve the use of a ring-

shaped bearing. This configuration could potentially seal off the identified gap. However, 

the implications of adopting such a solution must be carefully examined. The introduction 

of a ring-shaped bearing would likely result in increased friction, necessitating the 

inclusion of a larger tailplane. This, in turn, could significantly elevate both the initial 

capital investment and the ongoing maintenance costs relative to the current bearing 

system. Moreover, it would inherently increase the frictional forces, thus raising the 

torque requirements for rotating the wind scoop. This could introduce further 

complexities to the design and operational aspects of the windcatcher. 

Considering these factors, for the device which will be located above the roof to enable 

fresh air supply, the current bearing design appears to be more advantageous. Its low 

maintenance demand and overall reliability appear to outweigh the potential benefits of 

the previously considered ring-shaped bearing. In this context, it is essential to prioritize 

system stability and reliability, even at the expense of some potential efficiency in 

ventilation performance. As such, while it remains important to strive for optimal 

ventilation efficiency, these other factors must also be considered in the design and 

implementation of the windcatcher system. 

The proposed windcatcher and tube system can be manufactured from a selection of 

diverse materials to serve varying purposes. Transparent acrylic materials, for example, 

are an enticing choice for daylight to filter through, providing a natural lighting solution 

                  



for the interior space. On the other hand, the choice of metal materials could serve to 

enhance the system's structural strength, durability, and cost-effectiveness. A particularly 

intriguing application could be to construct the external duct from transparent material 

while coating the internal duct in black. This combination creates a fascinating interplay 

of solar radiation absorption and heat emission. The internal duct, being black, would 

efficiently absorb solar radiation, converting it into heat. The heat, in turn, is emitted to 

both the supply and return air. This process can serve to preheat the supply air in the 

outside channel and create a solar chimney in the inside channel. The system can be 

further refined to incorporate evaporative cooling into the supply channel. Such a 

mechanism can effectively precool the supply air, particularly under suitable weather 

conditions. This feature can significantly enhance thermal comfort within the indoor 

environment, and also curtail the consumption of cooling energy, thus contributing to the 

overall energy efficiency of the system. 

In light of prior research [44], passive heat recovery techniques, such as the use of heat 

pipes or fins can also be integrated into the windcatcher channels. Given that the supply 

and return channels are in constant proximity and their airflow directions remain fixed 

regardless of wind direction, these heat recovery techniques could significantly enhance 

system efficiency. 

It should be noted that in this study, the process of determining the dimensions of the 

windcatcher for experimental validation had to take into account several key factors. This 

included the dimensions of the blower-fan open wind tunnel available for the 

experimental process, and the constraints imposed by the available spatial limits. 

Additional constraints, such as the need to achieve uniform wind conditions and the 

necessity to reach specific wind velocities, further necessitated a limit on the size of the 

windcatcher under examination. The overarching goal of this investigation was to validate 

the computational model through the use of experimental measurements. To achieve this, 

it was of paramount importance that the geometric properties of the windcatcher be 

identically replicated in the numerical modelling efforts. Moreover, any subsequent 

optimization processes needed to be performed on the basis of this validated geometry. 

This methodological approach provided the foundation for a fair and objective 

                  



comparison between the experimental and CFD investigations. In real-world applications, 

the determination of the windcatcher's dimensions would be governed by different 

factors. This might include considering the area or volume of the building in which the 

windcatcher will be installed and the specific ventilation requirements associated with 

the building, as underscored by prior research [71,72]. 

Furthermore, the cross-sectional area of the blower fan open wind tunnel was larger than 

the windcatcher model in the experiment to provide sufficient airflow but the blower fan 

was unable to provide uniform free-flowing airflow which is much larger than the 

windcatcher identical to the real environment. Thus, full-scale simulations of the 

windcatcher with ABL and uniform wind profiles were simulated after validating the 

experiment model. Further research should consider investigating the ventilation 

performance of a full-scale windcatcher in a larger wind tunnel with a uniform wind 

speed profile and the field test in the real environment. This would entail conducting field 

tests or utilizing larger wind tunnels to assess the windcatcher's functionality. 

Additionally, comparative studies examining windcatchers of various sizes and their 

ventilation rates, when installed in different buildings, would further contribute to the 

body of knowledge surrounding this innovative ventilation technology. 

5. Conclusion and future works 

In this research, a cost-effective numerical technique using CFD simulation was developed 

from the experimentally validated windcatcher model. The parametric CFD analysis of a 

multi-directional dual-channel rotary scoop windcatcher was conducted, modifying the 

windcatcher geometry to deliver enhanced ventilation efficiency compared to the existing 

windcatcher systems. The windcatcher system offered several advantages over the fixed 

windcatcher, including (1) consistency in the position and airflow directions of the supply 

and return channels regardless of changes in environmental wind directions; (2) high 

ventilation efficiency unimpacted by variable wind directions; and (3) the potential for 

incorporating passive heating, cooling, and heat recovery within the windcatcher's 

natural ventilation system. The process involved a detailed investigation of numerous 

parameters within the validated CFD model of the rotary scoop windcatcher. These 

parameters encompassed: (1) the ratio of the area of the supply channel to that of the 

                  



return channel; (2) the angle and length of the wing walls; (3) the height of the wind scoop; 

(4) the angles of the chamfered chimneys; (5) the height of the ASCD; and (6) the height 

of the windcatcher tube. In order to fully assess the windcatcher's performance, a full-

scale simulation of the device with various heights was undertaken. Moreover, the 

performance of the windcatcher installed above a pitched roof building was also studied 

to better understand the influence of wind speed traversing the roof on the windcatcher's 

ventilation performance. 

The modified windcatcher model showed a 28% increase in the overall ventilation rate 

compared to the initial model. Furthermore, its ventilation performance surpassed that 

of a four-sided windcatcher of equivalent size, ranging from 4% to 58% higher, under 

identical environmental wind speed conditions. This highlights the effectiveness of the 

optimization strategies in enhancing the windcatcher's ability to capture and circulate 

fresh air. Additionally, the pressure differential between the windcatcher's inlet and outlet 

experienced a substantial 47% augmentation under an outdoor wind speed of 5m/s. This 

increase in pressure difference indicates the improved airflow dynamics and ventilation 

efficiency achieved by the modified windcatcher design. 

In future research, it is crucial to explore the integration of passive heating, cooling, and 

energy recovery technologies within the windcatcher system. Investigating the feasibility 

and performance of passive heating techniques utilizing solar thermal energy, as well as 

exploring passive cooling methods such as evaporative cooling, would provide valuable 

insights for achieving a more comprehensive and sustainable natural ventilation system. 

Furthermore, evaluating potential passive dehumidification approaches would 

contribute to enhancing indoor air quality and thermal comfort. To expand the knowledge 

base in this field, it is recommended to conduct experimental studies and field 

investigations to validate and refine the findings of this research. Experimental testing in 

a larger wind tunnel environment would allow for the assessment of windcatchers of 

varying sizes and configurations, providing a more comprehensive understanding of their 

ventilation performance under different conditions. Field studies in real-world buildings 

would further validate the effectiveness of the windcatcher design and explore its 

practical application in diverse architectural and engineering contexts. The technology 
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Appendix 

Table A1. Wind speed function 

Average wind 

speed (m/s) 

Wind speed profile function  

(m/s) 

2.31 𝑣 = −48.2 × 𝑟2 + 7.7 × 𝑟 + 2.33 

2.10 𝑣 = −42.8 × 𝑟2 + 6.3 × 𝑟 + 2.27 

1.90 𝑣 = −16.4 × 𝑟2 + 2.2 × 𝑟 + 1.98 

1.68 𝑣 = −27.2 × 𝑟2 + 3.8 × 𝑟 + 1.79 

1.40 𝑣 = −17.4 × 𝑟2 + 1.7 × 𝑟 + 1.53 

1.03 𝑣 = −14.1 × 𝑟2 + 1.8 × 𝑟 + 1.07 

0.79 𝑣 = −8.2 × 𝑟2 + 1.2 × 𝑟 + 0.81 

0.48 𝑣 = −6.5 × 𝑟2 + 0.9 × 𝑟 + 0.49 
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